COMMUNITY RAIL LANCASHIRE
ANNUAL REPORT 2014

THINGS THEY SAY:
“I hadn’t thought of using the train, even though the station is only five minutes away as it is so
convenient to use the car. That is until Max brought his passport home from school. We decided
to go to the football museum in Manchester and it was so easy as the museum is just across the
road from Manchester Victoria Station. We didn’t have the problem of finding and paying for a
parking space in Manchester. We will certainly, as a family, use the train again”.
Mrs. M, parent of Max from Brookside School, Clitheroe
“It’s early afternoon on the M25 and we’re coming home…...at 10 mph!. I’m just reflecting on the
many amazing and unique experiences and opportunities we’ve had on our European adventure. We have talked about career defining moments this week and this week is up there with the
best of them. In fact I think this has been the best school week ever!”
Mr. Dixon, Headteacher, Padiham Green Primary School
(About the Aachen Trip)
“You are an excellent example of ’living Europe’ in the 21st century, keep this European feeling
close to your hearts and pass it on to other young people.”
The Burgermeister von Aachen
(About the children from Padiham Green School)

A FEW STATISTICS
Community Rail Lancashire has 75 stations on its 7 routes that form the parts of its partnerships,
and this is second in number only to the Devon and Cornwall Partnership that has 79 stations (if
you include all its main line stations)!
Brian Haworth and Marjorie Birch, Community Rail Lancashire’s Education Team have seen over
5500 pupils and teachers pass through the scheme to date.
Community Rail Lancashire manages over 170 branded double royal poster panels and community notice boards and 11 branded running in boards on 43 stations.
Community Rail Lancashire’s 7 routes cover a total of 227 miles.
Community Rail Lancashire publishes 4 issues of Reading Between The Lines, the CRP newsletter a
year.
Simon Clarke manages a total of 7 websites, 1 blog and a twitter feed on a regular basis.
Around 100 posters and 15,000 leaflets were printed and distributed along with 50 copies of the
2013 Annual Report and 4 vinyl pop-up banners.
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MORE, BETTER & FASTER
What a year this has been for Community Rail Lancashire (CRL). New stations opening, new train
services being planned or introduced and new infrastructure taking shape or being planned.
Along with the staples of looking after our expanding number of CRL crimson lake branded notice boards, the on-going school engagement work, our involvement with station partnerships,
our bespoke marketing and a new website.
For me the year has been dominated by three things:
•
Rail North;
•
Refranchising – especially the Northern franchise; and
•
'The Todmorden Curve'/Burnley Manchester Road.
Rail North and refranchising
For our local railways 2014 will turn out to be a pivotal year with the concurrent development of
Rail North and the specification for the replacement Northern franchise. In both cases I have
been involved championing (I hope) the cause of Community Rail. Wearing my Rail North hat I
have also been working with colleagues to ensure that stations are not neglected in the new
franchise. We need to ensure that all stations meet essential minimum standards especially those
within the Northern franchise. Our local authorities and CRL spend considerable sums on improving stations. Without the active involvement of the local authorities and the CRPs there would
have been no investment at Mill Hill, Cherry Tree or Burnley Manchester Road this year. Yet despite this at two of the stations essential facilities such as CIS screens are missing. The work carried
out by Rail North will help ensure that these gaps are addressed in the new franchise. I have also
worked with Paul Salveson to develop the idea of what we mean by stations as Community
Hubs. Jointly we have developed a paper which now sits in the bidders' data room and which
CRL has independently circulated to all Northern bidders.
East Lancashire
What have been this year's highlights? Well the construction and opening of the new Burnley
Manchester Road station is right at the top of my list. This project has been part funded through
the Interreg IVB Citizens' Rail project and includes a 'community room' (we really need a better
name for this) for the East Lancashire Community Rail Partnership. Despite delays this iconic station really puts the station and Burnley on the map. The station hosted a visit by all the Citizens'
Rail partners on the 9th July, 2014 and were excellently entertained by the pupils of Padiham
Green School. Uwe Muller from Stadt Aachen summed it up when he said "The children's work
was really outstanding! I hope one day we can arrange for the children to visit our cities in person". Well, the dream became reality during 5 days in November –of which more later on in this
Report. Thanks to everyone who was involved in this project and to our many funders without
whom it would not have been possible.
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MORE, BETTER & FASTER
Linked with the new station at Burnley Manchester Road is the introduction of the Manchester to
Burnley and Blackburn service via the not yet fully operational Todmorden West Curve. As I write
this the curve is expected to be fully operational at the start of February, in time to allow crew
training to take place and for the service to start in May 2015. 2014 has been dominated in negotiating the terms for the new service with a milestone achieved on the 30th September, 2014
when Northern Rail and Lancashire County Council signed Heads of Terms. In many ways the timing couldn't be worse with a new franchise due to start in February 2016 right in the middle of the
three year contract. The fun part will be the marketing of the new service to ensure that the business case for the new service is achieved. There are lots of good ideas out there and I have received many from the European partners in Citizens' Rail.
Other station projects
The report charts many other station projects at stations such as Church & Oswaldtwistle, Clitheroe, Cherry Tree, Croston, Blackburn, Meol's Cop etc etc. In many cases the invaluable and
constant work of station friends groups really does make a difference to the appearance of
many of the unstaffed stations. Thank you, your work is really appreciated and without it the investment made by the 'big boys' would very soon be trashed!! On this topic we welcomed the
involvement this year of the Rotarians at Clitheroe and Church & Oswaldtwistle stations. I was also pleased that we could help the South Ribble Pensioners Association make some necessary improvements to the former Bamber Bridge station building. This is one of few East Lancashire Railway structures remaining and was opened in 1846.
New station projects are in the pipeline with £160,000 approved in December for the upgrading
of Rose Grove station which is being linked to a community engagement project that Brian Haworth will be leading. This is part of the recently announced Burnley/Pendle Growth Corridor.
Northern Rail secured NSIP (National Station Improvement Fund) funding to look at options for the
redevelopment of Burnley Central station. The initial design work is nearly complete.
West Lancashire
In case this has a strong East Lancashire bias CRL has also been working to develop the railways
in West Lancashire. An additional return journey has been added to the Preston to Ormskirk line
taking the number of trains from 12 to 13 per day. The local user group has carried out surveys on
both lines and this information will be invaluable in developing the services and stations on both
lines. A marketing campaign has been part funded by the West Lancashire and Sefton LSTF funding and has developed two excellent leaflets.
South Fylde Line
On the South Fylde Line we have continued to actively
promote the walks from the line and further self-guide
walk leaflets are in the pipeline for 2015. Tony has been
busy taking part in the South Fylde Line Rail Connectivity study which has been commissioned by Lancashire
County Council with financial assistance from the Interreg IVB Sintropher project. The study is more about the
future but tackles the lines biggest constraint – capacity. What can be done to enable a more frequent service to operate? A passing loop, extending the Blackpool trams along some/all of the line, tram-train etc.
There are a number of options all at a cost. Let's hope
the study will lay the foundations for further proactive
work by LCC, Rail North and Network Rail that will enable this line to become more than just a long siding.
Tram – Trains are reviving local lines in France. Here a tram train is working between Clisson and Nantes on the main
line to Bordeaux. Would this approach work on the South Fylde Line?
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MORE, BETTER & FASTER
Community Rail Awards
Community Rail Awards is always a nerve racking experience which I managed to miss this year.
As a result CRL was awarded a first in the Involving Young People category for the Young Person’s
Passport to Safe Travel project. Well done everyone this is national recognition for a job very well
done.
CRL & Refranchising
Refranchising has been a major priority for CRL. Whilst I am unable to speak directly to bidders as I
am on the inside track in working with DfT and Rail North colleagues to develop the new specifications this has not stopped CRL meeting with all Northern and some Trans Pennine bidding
groups. Our Chairman has developed a well thought out presentation that is being discussed
with all bidding groups along with notes and other documents bidders will be in doubt about the
requirements of CR in Lancashire!!! Thank you James, Tony and Marion for your hard work in this
respect.
So to sum up the approach to refranchising is More Trains, Better Trains and Faster Trains I will
leave you to fill in the gaps as to what that might mean but let's hope the Autumn Statement

New trains and services are reviving run-down branch lines in France. Here a new single car unit waits at Chantonnay
for a trip to la Roche sur Yon. New services on this line are attracting thousands of new passengers.

Acknowledgements
Lastly a few thank-yous. CRL would not succeed without the hard work of its two CRPOs Brian Haworth and Simon Clarke. Nor would it succeed without the hard work of its three chairs James
Syson, Tony Ford and Marion Atkinson. Then we have considerable volunteer input most notably
from Marjorie Birch and Alan Fantom. On top of all this a thank you to the Management Groups,
Station Partnerships and of course to our funders most notably Northern Rail, Lancashire County
Council, Merseytravel, TfGM and Blackburn with Darwen Borough Council. I also appreciate the
support from our other funders – what we do would not be possible without your contribution
long may it remain.
Funding
It would also be very remiss of me not to mention one of our other big funders and that is the Designated Community Rail Development Fund. Whilst this is project based it has none the less made
a number of projects possible, such as the new web site, Cherry Tree station and the Aachen
school exchange visit. I am also grateful for the help given to us by Kul Bassi from the DfT's Community Rail team and from ACoRP especially Brian Barnsley.
Lots to look forward to in 2015 but that will have to wait to next year's annual Report….!!!
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COMMENTS FROM THE CHAIR
East Lancashire and Clitheroe Line Community Rail Partnerships
In a year when further announcements have been made about future of high speed rail in England, a consultation on the next TPE and Northern franchises was delivered and a Long Term Rail
Strategy for the North of England agreed along with governance arrangements for authorities
seeking to help steer future franchising policy across the North it has arguably also been the busiest time for Community Rail Partnerships in Lancashire.
With National elections on the horizon the North is being coveted with promises about the much
needed investment required to transform connectivity between northern city regions and connectivity to the rest of the UK and continental Europe. Whilst the next franchise may or may not
provide us with the capacity and rolling stock required to provide a higher quality rail service for
the North going forward CRL will continue to champion grassroots rail campaigns to avoid East
Lancashire becoming a forgotten part of the national rail network.
As an organisation which works from the ‘bottom up’ helping to project the concerns and aspirations of our local communities and also at a strategic ‘higher’ level CRL has now developed a
level of respect within the rail industry I think unparalleled by any other Community Rail organisation.
CRL is a force for change whether it is transforming local rail stations such as the modern looking
Burnley Manchester Road station, improving station waiting environments through impressive
community art and horticulture projects or presenting to the Department for Transport and prospective franchise bidders on the future of community rail.
This year has witnessed further development of the major transport scheme business case to enhance the service frequency to Manchester from Blackburn and also significantly improve station facilities in the Ribble Valley. Blackburn with Darwen Borough Council (BwBDC), the CRP,
RVR and other partners have campaigned over a number of years for improvements to the Clitheroe line. With cross party political support and full rail industry backing it is anticipated that an
extension to the passing loop at Darwen along with improved information and waiting facilities
at a number of stations should be completed by Autumn 2015 subject to Local Growth Funding
approval from the Lancashire Local Enterprise Partnership.

Our community work this year was really tested with the development of the ‘All Change at
Cherry Tree’ project. Working with a number of diverse groups our resident artist Alastair Nicholson and CRDO Brian Haworth have been the catalyst behind the community transforming a previously unloved neglected suburban station. By utilising various pots of funding and innovative
ways of engaging the community the traditional industry approach to enhancing the waiting
environment at stations will now have to be rewritten to benefit from the best practice employed
at Cherry Tree.
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COMMENTS FROM THE CHAIR
It is also fitting that this was the year the Clitheroe line and East Lancashire CRP was finally recognised at a national level for the stunning work undertaken with local schools and community
groups. The Passport to safety scheme which owes a great deal of thanks to the support from
Northern Rail has once again showcased our innovative approach to working with children,
teachers and parents/carers - exemplified by the Padiham Green School visit to Germany and
Netherlands organised by CRL.
Whilst I believe we should be receiving national recognition every year, this award is a kindly reminder that much of this work would not be possible without a dedicated band of officers and
volunteers such as my vice Chair Marjorie Birch which is leaving a lasting legacy for the railway.
At the National Designated Line Seminar in Blackpool earlier this year it was clear that Community Rail Lancashire stands head and shoulders above other community rail partnerships in England.
Our work with schools, community groups and stakeholders, I think, retains its position as an industry leader and the effort and commitment from all involved is vital to maintain our impressive output.
For people wishing to find out more about our work a new CRL website has also been developed
which is our key communication tool this is all thanks to Simon Clarke’s hard work and creativity.
It is important to remember that all this hard work is set against a background of a sustained attack on public sector finances with a reduction in capital and revenue funds being made available to Local Transport Authorities as well as a challenging direct award for Northern.
At a time of austerity identifying value for money is key, and we need to ensure that the value of
our Community Rail activities continues to be recognised and widely promoted. To this end CRL
has been as busy as ever ensuring our local aspirations for economic growth and social equality
can be serviced by a much improved rail network for the region.
Once again many thanks to all involved.
James Syson
Chairman of Clitheroe & East Lancashire CRPs
Transport Strategy Team Leader Blackburn with Darwen Borough Council
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COMMENTS FROM THE CHAIR
West of Lancashire Community Rail Partnership
You may recall my last year statement as Chair. I highlighted the strength the West of Lancashire
Community Rail Partnership has, which of course is because of its partners. Because of the dedication all partners have shown throughout the year we have introduced our ‘Great Days Out’
leaflet focusing on the leisure market of the lines. This could not have been achieved without
hard work, full group involvement, and of partner contributions from the Designated Community
Rail Development Fund and Merseyrail.
Our partnership and user group members have been very busy carrying out detailed survey work
generating further base information about our customers with the aim of seeking their views to
make improvements where practical. True engagement is being achieved on our lines again by
putting the customer at the heart of our aspirations.

And finally our Friends of Stations groups continue to excel themselves. Stations continue to look
outstanding thanks to all of the hard work from friends groups. I believe the ethos of our groups
will put us in good stead to tackle future challenges we face because of austerity. And I believe
by working together we can face those challenges head on.
Marion Atkinson
Merseytravel
Chair of West of Lancs CRP
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COMMENTS FROM THE CHAIR
South Fylde Line Community Rail Partnership
The South Fylde Line’s Community Rail Partnership continues to work on developing and improving the experience for passengers and publicise events that local people might want to travel
by train. The CRP has supporting a bigger than ever Kite Festival and the Carnival in St Anne’s
which this year welcomed a party of 39 guests from their twin-town Werne in Germany.
At St. Anne’s station, the Station Adopters, members of Blackpool and Fylde Rail User Association
(BAFRUA), have continued to work alongside supporters of St. Annes in Bloom to make the station more attractive. Students from the Ormerod Trust created hanging baskets and planters for
the station as part of their community activity. Plans have been drawn up to increase the number of hanging baskets for 2015 and discussions are continuing with regards to the provision of
more planters for the forecourt area.
Squires Gate Station Adopter Glynn Hague has continued his long-standing commitment to the station.
Every day, brush in hand, he walks from his home to
the station and sweeps the platform, tidies up and
removes litter etc. St. Anne’s in Bloom have donated some daffodils and Glynn has spruced up the
station’s planters in the hope that passengers will
enjoy a colourful display in the spring.
As Chair of the South Fylde Line Community Rail
Partnership I have been asked to take part in the
South Fylde Line Rail Connectivity Study, which has
been commissioned by Lancashire County Council
and is looking at the future of the line but particularly at the capacity and frequency of service on
what is basically a 13 mile long siding.
Tony Ford
Chair, South Fylde Line CRP

NORTHERN & TPE FRANCHISE CONSULTATIONS
The Consultation period for the new Northern and Trans-Pennine franchises closed on Monday
18th August 2015. Community Rail Lancashire, the individual CRPs and a number of Rail User
Groups all completed consultation documents and submitted them to the Department for
Transport.
Immediately after the closing date the DfT announced that the three preferred bidders for the
Northern franchise would be; Abellio Northern Ltd., Arriva Rail North Ltd. and Govia Northern Ltd.
And for the Trans Pennine franchise - First Trans Pennine Express Ltd., Keolis Go-Ahead Ltd. and
Stagecoach Trans Pennine Express Trains Ltd.
Community Rail Lancashire led by James Syson, Chair of the joint Clitheroe Line & East Lancashire
CRPs has met with all the preferred bidders for the Northern franchise to discuss their aspirations
for the new franchise. The presentation included who we are and how CRL is managed and
does business, continued funding for community rail in Lancashire, service developments including capacity and rolling stock issues, station standards and fares and ticketing.
The Invitation to Tender documents are likely to be published towards the end of February 2015
and the successful bidder will be contracted to take over the Northern Franchise around April
2016.
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COMMUNITY RAIL RIDERSHIP
The Community Rail Strategy launched by the Strategic Rail Authority in November 2004 and reviewed by the Department for Transport in March 2007 is designed to involve local communities
in the development, and running, of local and rural routes and stations and has four key aims:
•
•
•
•

To increase revenue;
To reduce costs;
To increase community involvement; and
To support social and economic development.

Point one of the strategy says that community rail should increase revenue and this is directly
linked to increased ridership. In order to evaluate ridership the Lancashire Community Rail Partnerships employ Eden Business Analysis, an independent consultancy based in York, to provide
passenger figures for the Clitheroe to Manchester Victoria, Preston to Colne, Preston to Blackpool
South and Preston to Ormskirk lines.
Eden Business has access to Lennon data through an arrangement with Northern Rail’s Headquarters in York and produces a twice yearly report giving the CRPs data on passenger numbers,
station footfall and flows.
As can be seen from the graphs below all four lines have seen significant rises in patronage over
the last seven years. The Clitheroe Line has risen from 1.56 million journeys in 2006/7 to 1.96 million
in 2013/14 - a 23.9% rise. The East Lancs Line has seen a increase of 53.5% in the same time. The
South Fylde Line and West of Lancs lines have seen an upturn of 5.5% and 34.8% respectively.

The figures confirm that the work community rail partnerships, and volunteers of the station partnerships and rail user groups carry out, continues to encourage the use of local stations and services and, from feedback, that people do actually like to use railways. Couple this with the route
specific marketing efforts of Northern Rail, introduction of new services and the tireless work of the
Development Officers, and it is evident that the Lancashire CRPs definitely have the right formula
for success.
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COMMUNITY RAIL AWARDS 2014
Community Rail Lancashire had a very successful evening at the 10th Annual Community Rail
Awards in Scarborough on Thursday 2nd October 2014. The various partnerships submitted five
entries and had four shortlisted:
Category 1 - Involving Young People - Young Person’s Passport to Safe Travel (Clitheroe Line &
East Lancashire CRPs)
Category 5 - Small Projects Award (Under £500) - Annual Planters Sponsorship Scheme (Friends of
Bentham Station & Bloomin’ Bentham)
Category 7 - Photograph Competition - Gerald Townson (LLMCRP) and Brian Haworth (CRL)

On the evening the Young Person’s passport to
safe Travel shared Joint First with the Sussex
CRP’s 150th Anniversary of the Barnham to Bognor Regis Line Project (see photo right).
Outright winner in its category was the Annual
Planter Sponsorship Scheme and this was followed by a second place for Gerald Townson’s
photograph Bentham Carnival.

Five other nominations entered by community rail partnerships and friends groups supported
by Northern Rail were also successful. Friends of Hindley Station won Best Station Garden and
shared a joint third with a community art scheme in the Renewable and Smaller Projects category.
Also commended were Friends of Heaton Chapel, who took a joint third place for their ‘The
Bridge to Nowhere’, the Penistone Line Partnership who took a third place for the ‘Penistone
Puzzle Project’ and the Esk Valley Railway Development Company who took a second place
for their project ‘Improving Rail Replacement on the Esk Valley’.
To see a full list of the winners and runners up, visit www.acorp.uk.com and download the
2014 Winners Brochure.
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WEBSITES AND SOCIAL MEDIA
During the 2014 it was decided that the Community Rail Lancashire website needed a refresh
and it was agreed that we would ask Source Creative in Blackburn to help with the development
of the new site. Simon Clarke worked with Howard Marsden to create a brand new, modern looking site and this went live on Wednesday 19th November 2014.

All the original individual CRP sites including DalesRail have been included within the main site
making it easier to navigate between sites. The original domain names have been retained and
still take you directly to the individual pages within the site.
Statistics provided by Google Analytics ® already show that numbers of visits are doing well. At
the time of writing the new site has been visited by 2,230 users, over 2,644 sessions and with 5,787
page views.
The Ribble Valley Rambler blog site has also been included as a link on the new site but continues
to be edited outside of the main CRL site. The blog is used to promote the service and any events
that may be happening that can be accessed by using the winter Sundays Blackpool to Hellifield
train.
Simon also maintains a blog site called Communityrailman and this is used to support the main
CRL site in a less formal manner and to highlight the work of Community Rail Lancashire and to
promote and report activity on the various CRP lines.
Community Rail Lancashire’s Twitter feed @comunityrailman has also been busy, with 84 followers
and continues to alert people to train service alterations, short term engineering and also to
events and other attractions that can be accessed easily by using Lancashire’s community rail
lines.

Community Rail Lancashire is a not for profit organisation and directly manages four community rail partnerships; the Clitheroe Line CRP, the East Lancashire CRP, the South Fylde Line CRP and the West of Lancashire CRP. It also has involvement with the Leeds, Lancaster & Morecambe CRP which is a Company Limited by Guarantee.
Community Rail Lancashire, Accrington Station, Eagle Street, Accrington, Lancashire BB5 1LN
t: 01254 386579 e: info@communityraillancashire.co.uk
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DALESRAIL 2014
DalesRail is the bespoke Sunday service between Blackpool North and Carlisle via the scenic Ribble Valley and Settle Carlisle lines. The service now operates one return journey during the summer timetable period. As ever it is very popular with walkers and we are very lucky that the Lancashire Rail Ramblers offer an extensive programme of guided walks from the train. These walks
range from town tours to very energetic fell walks that are often up against time. This is very
much a bespoke service and without the unstinting efforts of the Ramblers DalesRail would not
continue to be the success it is.
In 2014 over 2300 passengers were carried on 17 trains with over 90 guided walks. In order to extend the range of DalesRail a series of connecting coach links are organised by the Ramblers to
a variety of destinations including Hadrian's Wall, Dent and Middleton in Teesdale. CRL would like
to thank Craig Ward and Geoff Sherrocks for all their hard work in coordinating the guided walk
and bus link programmes and ensuring all trains have walk leaders and stewards on them. We
also would like to record our sincere thanks to all the walk leaders without whom there would be
no walk programme!! Your efforts are really appreciated.

It is however with great sadness that we have to report that Howard Hammersley, stalwart and
chief organiser of DalesRail passed away on Sunday 18th January 2015 after a short stay in hospital.
Howard had long been associated with the railway and developed a whole range of walks
based on the railways across the north of England. However, his biggest involvement was in masterminding each year’s DalesRail programme which he oversaw from conception to implementation. It was a rare Sunday when Howard was not on DalesRail ensuring all the details of the
days programme would work, looking after the passengers on the train and carrying out meticulous counts of those joining and alighting the trains. His reports were works of art and detailed
who did what, what the weather was like and the condition of the train! Woe betide the operator if you couldn’t eat your breakfast off the toilet floor! Howard built up a dedicated and enthusiastic team of volunteer walk leaders who turned out every Sunday and in all weathers. His infectious enthusiasm motivated everyone around him. He will be sorely missed.
Richard Watts, Rail Development Team Manager for Lancashire County Council, said “Howard
was DalesRail for me. He bridged the gap between those in the industry and the volunteers who
made the service work. Without his single minded determination DalesRail would not have become the great success it has. Yet he was also self-effacing preferring to get on with the job rather than seeking media attention. I will miss Howard very much as a colleague and a friend and
my thoughts and condolences go out to Sue and his family”.
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SERVICE DEVELOPMENTS
2014 has been a year of consolidation and planning. The biggest development was the introduction of the additional return train between Preston and Ormskirk giving the line 13 trains a
day. Not a regular timetable but the best that can be got out of the one unit allocated to the
line – for the time being!!! The recent survey and the regular community rail monitoring shows this
to be one of the fastest growing community rail routes in Lancashire (possibly the UK!). Clearly we
are getting something right.
In the main though it has been about planning for the introduction of the new Blackburn to Manchester service via Accrington and Burnley Manchester Rd using the newly restored and commissioned Todmorden Curve. This will be the biggest change seen on the East Lancashire line for a
long time and will provide an hourly service 7 days a week in addition to the existing services. We
anticipate the new service will start in May 2015. East Lancashire has come a long way since I
first came to Lancashire in the mid 1970's when there were just hourly services between Blackburn
& Manchester and Preston & Colne supplemented by some loco hauled summer only trains over
Copy Pit. Blackburn station was a shadow of what it has become and we need to look at how
we can transform it into a hub station for the various regional services using it.
Capacity remains critical especially on the Clitheroe to Manchester line. The work being carried
out by Blackburn with Darwen will provide the infrastructure for a regular all day ½ hourly service.
However, the line desperately needs longer trains. If this was London all trains would have a third
carriage added and possibly a fourth one would be in the offing (think London Overground 378's
where they are now adding a 5th carriage!). The new Northern franchise must address the severe
overcrowding experienced on this route. We must make the Bromley Cross and Hall I'Th' Wood
scrums a thing of the past.

A STRENGTHENED SERVICE DEPARTS LANHGO

RIBBLE VALLEY RAMBLER
The Ribble Valley Rambler got into its second season in September of 2014, providing a winter service between Blackpool/Preston and Hellifield. The first outward service connects at Hellifield into
the first north bound train on the Settle - Carlisle line and the lunch time departure from Carlisle
connects into the final return working of the Rambler service.
The train has been used by ramblers wanting to do local Ribble Valley and Yorkshire Dales walks
and by people wanting to shop in Clitheroe, Blackburn and Preston. It has also been noted that
a number of customers are using the service as direct link off the Clitheroe Line to Preston for connections both north and south on the West Coast Main Line.
The Ribble Valley Rambler website continues to support the service with up to date timetables,
information, events and news.
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ACTIVITIES AND PROJECTS
FROM PADIHAM TO AACHEN – EAST LANCS CRP
One of the biggest highlights of the year for the Community Rail Lancashire Education Team was
a trip to Aachen in Germany with a class of children from Padiham Green Primary School.
The journey from Padiham to Aachen started in May 2014 when Brian Haworth visited Janet Ennis,
Deputy Head Teacher at Padiham Green School, Burnley, to see if she would like to involve her
year 4 class in the opening of the new Burnley Manchester Road Station. The opening had been
designed to coincide with a Citizens' Rail Partners meeting taking place in July.
Citizens' Rail has been a major funder of the new station at Burnley Manchester Road through the
European Union's, Interreg IVB programme. The new station building has been designed to provide an attractive and iconic gateway to the town. Citizens' Rail consists of partners from across
Europe comprising Lancashire and Devon & Cornwall in the UK; the City of Aachen, Germany;
the town of Heerlen, the Netherlands and Region Pays de la Loire, France who are looking at innovative ways to rejuvenate regional rail lines.
Janet was very keen to get involved. To start the process off Brian led an interactive session taking the class through the history of Burnley Manchester Road station and rail services in East Lancashire. This led on to the pupils getting very involved in finding out more about the station, the
line it is on, the various partners involved in Citizens' Rail project and producing a colourful poster
called 'Lancashire Landscapes'. The culmination was the development by the pupils of a play
about the history of the areas railways and a series of presentations about each of the home cities of the Citizens' Rail partners and this was performed in front of the Citizens' Rail partners on the
9th July, 2014. The partners were hugely impressed by the effort and imagination that the children
had invested in learning about the culture, economy, food and history of each local area. The
pupils in turn were equally excited to meet people from each of the countries they had been
studying. Uwe Muller from Stadt Aachen said: "The children's work was really outstanding! I hope
one day we can arrange for the children to visit our cities in person".

This was a fantastic offer which the pupils, the school, Citizens' Rail and Community Rail Lancashire were very keen to take up. However, a big question emerged how to turn the dream into
reality? Some serious funding and sponsorship was required and Citizens’ Rail, Community Rail
Lancashire, the UK-German Connection, Abellio and the Designated Community Rail Development Fund all contributed. The school also raised money by holding coffee mornings and other
events.
Citizens' Rail colleagues in both Germany and the Netherlands put in a tremendous amount of
hard work planning a comprehensive itinerary for the week. This involved the children being
greeted by Aachen's Mayor in the City Hall, spending a day in Domsingschule, a music school in
Aachen, travelling by rail to Heerlen in the Netherlands, generally seeing daily life in both countries and using public transport as the main means of travelling around.
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ACTIVITIES AND PROJECTS
Community Rail Lancashire was represented by Brian Haworth, Marjorie Birch and artist Alastair
Nicholson on the visit. Alastair was tasked with working with the joint German and English classes
to facilitate art work for display at English, German and Dutch railway stations. The theme of the
artwork is 'The distance between' and will be made up of .paintings produced by both schools
depicting the journey between Padiham and Aachen/ Herleen. The joint school classroom sessions were extremely successful with the children easily overcoming language barriers to produce
some excellent art work which will form the basis of the station displays.
A visit by train took the children to Aachen West Station, which is very close to Aachen University,
and is one of the stations being improved as part of the Citizens' Rail project. Kai Mohnen from
Stadt Aachen spoke to the pupils about the station plans and invited them to come up with imaginative designs for the new footbridge that will link the station to the University.
Young people can be very discerning customers and it was interesting to hear their views of German railways compared to our own. What caught their attention was the cleanliness of the
trains; yes children notice these things (!!) but especially the big windows that gave great views
of the passing scenery. They also preferred modern German trains to the older 'Pacer' trains in
the UK.

The effort that our European partners from Germany and the Netherlands put into this visit cannot
be understated, their planning and attention to detail was very impressive. The project, however,
does not stop here; Alastair is now working on producing a piece of art work which will form a
lasting legacy of this European adventure.
A visit to Padiham Green on the 10th December revealed the children working on the history of
Aachen Cathedral, in particular the legend of the bronze doors and the school says that work
coming from this visit will be continued into next term such was the detail and cultural content of
the visit. This ensures the continuity of the project into 2015. In conclusion; the Head, Mark Dixon
and Deputy Head, Janet Ennis both agreed that this visit has been the highlight of their teaching
careers.
Further information about this exciting trip can be found by visiting the Community Rail Lancashire website at: www.communityraillancashire.co.uk/padiham-to-aachen. The school also ran a
blog for the duration of the trip and this can be seen at: http://aachen2014.blogspot.co.uk.
The trip also features on the Domsingschule website: www.domsingschule-aachen.de/ but you
will need to translate the page from the German.
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ACTIVITIES AND PROJECTS
ALL CHANGE AT CHERRY TREE - EAST LANCS CRP
All Change at Cherry Tree aimed to establish Cherry Tree station as a gateway to the local community and to the nearby Witton Country Park.
The station is on the Preston to Colne line and is served by an hourly diesel service between Preston and Colne. The facilities offered to passengers were very basic, with approaches infested
with weeds and litter and shelters and running in boards bearing the brunt of regular bouts of
vandalism over a number of years. No wonder it was viewed as a no go area especially in the
evenings. Yet, despite this the station has averaged growth of 12% per annum over the last 5
years and the East Lancashire CRP and Blackburn with Darwen Borough Council both recognised
the potential for considerable latent demand given its proximity to commuter hubs of Preston
and Blackburn and the growth of students needing to travel to college in both towns. A key issue
was, therefore, how to deal with the anti social behaviour at the station and the tired looking environment and its effect on usage?
Following its success with the 'My Mill Hill' project, Blackburn with Darwen BC wanted to apply a
similar package of intervention at Cherry Tree to transform the feel and perception of the station.
From this 'All Change at Cherry Tree' was born. The project has involved multiple partners of all
age groups. A plan of action was developed to tackle all the known problems at the station and
create a fitting gateway to the local community and Country Park.
Task one was to remove the litter. This was achieved thanks to a local Community Pay Back team
supported by public service students from Blackburn College who between them managed to
clear over 10 tons of rubbish and weeds. Following clearance Year 6 pupils from St Francis Primary
School, and local Scouts, Cubs and Beavers from the Feniscowles pack along with their parents
planted over two thousand Daffodil bulbs on site to ensure a colourful spring show.
Stanley Grange a local group which specialises in working with adults with learning difficulties
gave advice on further planting at the station as well as supplying plants and labour on planting
days giving their clients an opportunity to work on a project alongside local college students.
The task of linking the station to the local Witton Country Park was achieved using an innovative imaginary story line which was enthusiastically taken up by the school and Scout
group who produced colourful art work for the
station reflecting the story line. The story tells of
a song mine which ran from the station to Witton Country Park and from where songs were
transported by rail from the station all over the
world. The old entrance to the mine adjacent
to the station car park has been rediscovered
and a ceramic sculpture produced by a local
potter working with adults with learning difficulties whose workshop is located in Witton Country Park has been installed on the capped mine entrance. An overland route following the old
mine workings has been established and marked with QR codes which when activated play one
of the ‘songs’ left behind when the mine was worked out. The music was written and recorded
especially for the project by young musicians from two local youth groups at Strawberry Bank
and Mill Hill. Click https://soundcloud.com/alastair-nicholson/01-track-01-1 to download the song.
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ACTIVITIES AND PROJECTS
Art work from the school, Scouts, Cubs and Beavers swelled with contributions from two local
adult craft groups and a local art group and having been digitally mixed by local artist Alastair
Nicholson they now feature as spectacular and colourful artwork for the station.
Another group of students from Blackburn College produced bird boxes and insect shelters and
installed them around the station approach road.
The children from St Francis Primary School worked with the CRP officer to learn about the history
of Cherry Tree Station and then produced a 'spot the difference poster' for display at the station
Local businesses have also been involved with one local company allowing us to store tools and
materials on their premises and another providing man power to help with a particular heavy aspect of the project.
All this activity at the station has been complimented by Blackburn with Darwen who have procured from Northern Rail a comprehensive CCTV system to monitor activity at the station, new
shelters and the repair and repaint of station fencing. The CRP has also provided new branded
notice boards and running in boards. Blackburn College have been very pleased with project
and the experience it has given to participating students and to this end have indicated that
they will continue to support the project with their next intake of public service students providing
continuity to the project.
The launch of the project saw representatives of all participating groups meet at the station to
see the Mine entrance sculpture unveiled and after viewing the artwork on display on the platforms all were treated to refreshments at the local community hall where a slide show covering
all the different facets of the project was shown.

This has been a community project with over 12 community based groups of varying ages and
ability working together to produce a very satisfying end result. The regular working groups, particularly the students have attracted favourable comments by users of the station many commenting how nice to see youngsters working in the community to benefit the community. The
parents who accompanied their children in the bulb planting saw the day as an opportunity to
contribute working side by side with their children on a project that would impact on the local
community in a positive manner. Through the involvement of so many groups it is hoped that a
sense of ownership of the station has been achieved that will reduce vandalism and make the
station feel a secure environment and thus further increase ridership. We expect usage of the station to grow better than in previous years and we will monitor this as a CRP in the usual way.
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ACTIVITIES AND PROJECTS
GREAT DAYS OUT BY TRAIN - WEST OF LANCS CRP
The Great Days Out by Train project was to develop a guide to raise the profile of the rail lines in
the West of Lancashire and Merseyside including Preston to Sandhills via Ormskirk, Southport to
Wigan and Southport to Liverpool. The aim was to increase leisure use of the lines and to promote
key attractions and activities, particularly those that concentrate on healthy lifestyles like walking
and cycling.
The West of Lancs CRP worked with Sefton Metropolitan Borough Council and West Lancashire
Borough Council and Merseytravel to design two leaflets for distribution promoting West Lancashire, Liverpool and Preston as destinations for residents of the city regions at each end of the
routes utilising links with Merseytravel and Northern Rail.

The Sandhills to Preston leaflet features attractions such as Rufford Old Hall, close to Rufford station, WWT Matin Mere Wetlands, close to the Burscough stations, and the Leeds Liverpool Canal,
which can be accessed from an umber of stations.
The Southport to Liverpool and Wigan leaflet also promotes the Leeds Liverpool Canal along with
Anthony Gormley’s ‘Iron Men’ on Crosby beach and the fantastic Trencher Mill steam engine,
which can be found close to Wigan Wallgate station.
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ACTIVITIES AND PROJECTS
PASSPORT TO SAFE RAIL TRAVEL - CLITHEROE LINE & EAST LANCS CRPs
Community Rail Lancashire’s Award Winning Passport to Safe
Rail Travel was developed as part of the ongoing educational
programme. Children from St. Anne’s & St. Joseph’s Primary
School in Accrington helped with the design and Source Creative developed and printed the passports.
The passport is issued to children that have taken part in the programme and are able to say that they can carry out certain
tasks relating to rail travel and also have understand basic safety rules when near, or travelling on the railway.
The passport gives 3 months free off peak travel for the child on
the Colne to Blackpool South and Clitheroe to Manchester Victoria routes as long as they are accompanied by at least one
fare paying adult.
The passport was launched by Craig Harrop, Northern Rail’s Client & Stakeholder Manager on 29 January 2014 at St. Anne’s &
St. Joseph’s school .
The passport has been issued to over 230 children so far and the schools report that around 30%
have been used to make additional train journeys for shopping trips, visiting family and travelling
to football matches.
Mrs. M, a parent of a child at Brookside School in Clitheroe, says; “I hadn’t thought of using the
train, even though the station is only five minutes away as it is so convenient to use the car. That is
until Max brought his passport home from school. We decided to go to the football museum in
Manchester and it was so easy as the museum is just across the road from Manchester Victoria
Station. We didn’t have the problem of finding and paying for a parking space in Manchester.
We will certainly, as a family, use the train again”.

SOUTH FYLDE CONNECTIVITY STUDY - SOUTH FYLDE LINE CRP
Lancashire County Council have funded a study of the South Fylde Line in order to establish the
data needed to support options around using trams from Blackpool South to St. Anne's. This
would link in with Blackpool’s existing tramway which is to be extended to Blackpool North station
in the near future. An extension from North Pier to Blackpool North railway station will improve access to the UK rail network from Blackpool, Fleetwood and Cleveleys and if a next phase is considered then this would benefit St. Anne’s as well.
The key issues arising from the current study will be how schemes can aid economic development, what they will deliver in terms of regeneration, jobs, etc. The South Fylde Line is described
as having low use, but with the considerable potential due to the areas it serves, including residential areas, enterprise zone, etc. There are a significant number of new homes planned in
Fylde (with 2000 plus in St Anne’s alone) and several of these are close to the existing route.
At a meeting with stakeholders and consultants the focus was on the data related to travel on
the line and other modes of travel along the rail corridor. It was surprising to learn that 35,000
people live within 800 metres of the line! This is a clientele that needs tapping into from a marketing point of view. It transpires that more people live closer to the South Fylde Line than the line
from Blackpool North to Kirkham so the potential is there but as Tony Ford, Chair of the South
Fylde Line CRP says; “so just how do we tap into this potential demand ?”
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SPONSORSHIP
The Lancashire Community Rail Partnerships continued to sponsor a number of events over the
various lines in 2014. The main sponsorship this year was the 25th Annual Great British Rhythm &
Blues Festival that took place over the August bank holiday weekend in Colne. Working with our
partners Pendle Leisure Trust, Northern Rail and Moorhouse’s Brewery, the East Lancashire CRP
provided a ‘music and ale’ train on the opening evening. Also working with Northern Rail we
have for the last nine years arranged for later trains from Colne to help festival goers get home
after the event.
Smaller sponsorship deals saw publicity provided for the St.
Anne’s Town Carnival and for the second time the St.
Anne’s Kite Festival. Both these events took place in July
and the South Fylde CRP works with Northern Rail to encourage people visiting the events to travel by train.
Also in 2014 the Lancashire CRPs sponsored two local
CAMRA Beer Festivals, the first in May in Clitheroe and then
the second in September in Burnley. The sponsorship took
the form of providing funding for the festival glasses that
are branded with the Community Rail Lancashire logo.
Sponsorship however large or small gives a high profile to
the CRP and rail travel in general. Whether it is 40 ft long
stage banners, double royal posters, glasses or timetable
leaflets it all helps to get rail into the psyche of visitors to
the events and feedback from the event organisers confirms that more and more people are leaving the car at
home and letting the train take the strain.
Two of the mantras of the Government’s Community Rail Strategy is increased ridership and community involvement and CRP event sponsorship does both of these in (buckets and) spades and
helps keep one of the most sustainable methods of travel at the forefront of peoples minds!

CLITHEROE COMMUTERS NETWORK
The Clitheroe Commuters Network was
launched in May 2014 and the project is
designed to improve the quality of local
engagement with regular customers on
the Clitheroe Line.
The project develops the use of social media by providing a dedicated routebased Twitter feed that will help grow
community rail in the area. Northern Rail
has welcomed the idea and their new
Twitter team will provide a rapid response
to an increasing call from customers for
real-time information during the peak.
Customers travelling on the line can Tweet @northernrail.org using #CCNet and expect to get a
response to their question or comment very quickly. Customers can also email directly to Northern Rail on clitheroe.commuters@northernrail.org.
To date the issues that have been raised the most are; quality of rolling stock, capacity, short
forming, cancellations and lack of revenue collection.
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STATION PARTNERSHIPS
A review of the Association of Community Rail Partnerships’ (ACoRP’s) Value of Community Rail
Partnerships and The Value of Community Rail Volunteering, commissioned by the National Community Rail Development Implementation Steering Group, due to be published in January 2015
will state that community rail volunteers nationally are worth around £3.4m in added value.
Community Rail Lancashire has around 25 stations on its community rail lines that are adopted by
station partnerships or friends groups. Some of the groups are very small, and some a are quite
large, from just one man at Bescar Lane to Croston which has between 15 & 20 people on its
books! Some groups have been going a very long time such as the Friends of the Clitheroe Line
Stations that started when the service on the line was re-introduced back in 1994, to Church and
Oswaldtwistle that has seen the local Rotary Group start working on the station during 2014.
All of these groups, whether large or small, are very much valued by Community Rail Lancashire
which could not carry out some of the work we do without these dedicated volunteers. The work
carried out by volunteers ranges from simple litter picking, to planting flowers and bulbs, to more
complicated station projects such as All Change at Cherry Tree (see page 16) and work on disused platforms such as at Croston (see page 8).

Rotarians Aslam Mohammed and Michael Jackson are pictured with Northern Rail Station Manger Chris
Ingham on the Colne bound platform at Church & Oswaldtwisle station - photo Franco Sanna.

The work that the station groups carry out across Lancashire helps to improve the stations and
provide a pleasant and safer environment for customers to wait for their train. Community Rail
Lancashire supports the station groups with facilitating the installation of new branded notice
boards and planters and to help with funding bids.
Community Rail Lancashire is greatly indebted to the continued support of the Designated Community Rail Development Fund and ACoRP’s Small Grant Fund for their contributions to projects
that have taken place throughout Lancashire at our stations small and large.
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WHO’S WHO
Richard Watts

Partnership Secretary

richard.watts@lancashire.gov.uk
01254 386579

Brian Haworth

CRDO

brian.haworth@lancashire.gov.uk
01254 386579

Simon Clarke

CRDO

simon.clarke@lancashire.gov.uk
01254 386579

James Syson

Chair Joint CL & ELCRPs

James.syson@blackburn.gov.uk
01254 585776

Marjorie Birch

Vice Chair Joint CL & ELCRPs

rjm.raydale@tisclali.co.uk
01200 441549

Tony Ford

Chair SFLCRP

tony.ford@virgin.net

Craig Harrop

Vice Chair SFLCRP

craig.harrop@northernrail.org
07738140353

Marion Atkinson

Chair WoLCRP

marion.atkinson@merseytravel.gov.uk
0151 3301027

Roger Bell

Vice Chair WoLCRP

hrogerbell@btinternet.com

Along with the core members of the management groups there are a number of other industry
members who regularly attend the meetings along with representatives from local councils, Station Managers and from local Rail User Groups and Friends of Stations.
Adrian Yorston

British Transport Police
Inspector WCML (North)

adrian.yorston@btp.pnn.police.uk
07920156176

Matt Worman

Northern Rail
matthew.worman@northernrail.org
Client & Stakeholder Manager 07717665719

Abigail Cumberland

Northern Rail
Marketing Assistant

abigail.cumberland@northernrail.org
07826889696

Roy Greenhalgh

Network Rail
Customer Service Manager

roy.greenhalgh@networkrail.co.uk
01772 551242

Steve Magner

TfGM

steve.magner@tfgm.com
0161 2441726

Simon Ashworth

Northern Rail
Revenue Delivery Manager

simon.ashworth@northernrail.org
07786 310247

Julian Daley

Merseytravel

julian.daley@merseytravel.gov.uk
0151 3301243

And finally, coming in 2015:
•
•
•
•
•

The final commissioning of the Todmorden West Curve;
A new rail service from Blackburn to Manchester Victoria via Accrington
and Burnley Manchester Road;
Route capacity enhancements between Blackburn and Bolton;
Community Rail Welcome Packs; and
‘Rose Grove Revival’ - a project to improve Rose Grove station prior to
the launch of the new service via Todmorden.

Photographs and other images in this report courtesy of: Brian Haworth, Simon Clarke, Richard Watts, Alastair Nicholson, Kath Almond, Tony Ford, Gerald Townson, Franco Sanna, Source Creative and Pendle Leisure Trust.
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